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This year, scholars and activists are marking the twentieth anniversary of “the enunciation and analysis of ‘intersectionality’ by legal theorist Kimberlé W. Crenshaw.”1 The early 1990s also saw the emergence of some important galvanizing texts in what would come to be identified as trans studies and trans politics, especially Leslie Feinberg’s Stone Butch Blues2 and Kate Bornstein’s Gender Outlaw.3 Reflecting on the cluster of trans studies writings gathered by the Seattle Journal for Social Justice in this issue, I am struck by how these two trajectories of critical engagement have generated the conversations and controversies that are central to trans politics today. The writings in this cluster come from some of the most significant leaders in trans politics, law, and scholarship working in the United States and Canada. Their pieces raise issues analyzing the cutting-edge questions, strategies, and issues that people like Crenshaw, Feinberg, and Bornstein brought to the fore in their own ways two decades ago—issues that social movements have toiled with for much longer and that are at the forefront of trans politics today. The writings in this cluster delve into the ways that gender operates as a vector of regulation and distribution and describe a coercive system that orders the world through violence. They raise questions about the implications of resistance to violence, the limitations of law reform as an intervention, and the creation of trans politics centered in racial and economic justice.

Eli Clare provides a moving and beautiful exploration of how shame shapes the lives of people living in bodies marked “wrong.”4 With the arresting prose and incisive analysis he is known for, Clare opens up the topic of shame through both his own experiences and his observations of
how shame is produced and circulated in certain spaces—in clinics, hospitals, and communities divided by judgment and hierarchy. Clare exposes how trans politics and identity are not just intellectual or political disruptions, not just projects of resistance, and not just metaphors for alterity. Trans experiences of being “excessive” and “outside” are produced and reproduced as sites of harm and violence; trans people simultaneously live with vulnerability to violence and struggle with our internalization of the norms that define our otherness. In Clare’s articulation, this shame requires constant negotiation; healing from shame is a process and never a place of arrival.

Masen Davis and Kristina Wertz provide a snapshot of the impact of systemic trans phobia in their article, *When Laws are Not Enough: A Study of the Economic Health of Transgender People and the Need for a Multidisciplinary Approach to Economic Justice.* The recent studies they cite measure trans people’s experiences of discrimination and poverty and demonstrate the significant economic marginalization of trans populations. Twenty-five percent of trans Californians, Davis and Wertz tell us, report that they are, or have been, homeless. Ninety-seven percent of respondents in a national study of trans people report having experienced some form of workplace harassment or discrimination on the basis of gender identity or expression. The California survey found that less than half of trans respondents are employed full-time. These statistics reveal what advocates and activists have long known: that trans people face severe economic insecurity, exclusion from social services, high rates of imprisonment, and high rates of violence. Trans people of color, trans people with disabilities, trans people who are poor or homeless, trans youth, and trans immigrants are particularly vulnerable, especially because the systems that target those groups for policing and detention of various kinds are organized through gender segregation, and gender-nonconforming people face severe violence in those systems.
As the interview included in this cluster demonstrates, Medicaid is one area of law and policy where these conditions may even be worsening. In recent years, Medicaid has increased coverage exclusions of gender-confirming healthcare for trans people. This disturbing trend suggests that those who are already experiencing the many dangers of economic insecurity may be facing increased harm.

A key challenge facing trans politics, like other social movements, is how to properly account for the uneven distribution of vulnerability and violence across trans populations. Not all trans people are equally vulnerable, yet the framework of studying, describing, and addressing these harms through the single vector of transphobia often causes the erasure of the reality of conditions facing those most vulnerable. Countless scholars who have taken up Crenshaw’s call for intersectional analysis—as well as the tools of queer theory, women of color feminism, Critical Race Theory, critical disability studies, queer of color critique, and other critical analytical frameworks and resistance practices—problematize political responses that focus on a single vector of subjection. Their work shows that when a single identity category is the focus, narratives of subjection through that identity category end up erasing the other factors that participate in producing vulnerability. The strategies for change that emerge tend to only serve those who have privilege in all other realms.

Thus, a domestic violence response framed around a falsely universalized women’s experience comes to actually frame white, able-bodied, nonimmigrant, straight, class-privileged, non-trans women’s experience. The strategies that emerge for addressing domestic violence, such as increased criminal prosecution of batterers, are actually harmful to women whose other identity categories make them targets of criminalization. Similarly, a response to the control of reproduction framed by white, able-bodied, class-privileged, nonimmigrant, straight, non-trans women’s experience becomes focused on abortion rights but fails to address forced sterilization; vulnerability to family dissolution by child welfare systems;
the impacts of criminalization of both youth and adults on families; genocidal practices targeting native families; and access to reproductive technologies for public benefits recipients. Similarly, a response to homophobia that centers white, nonimmigrant, able-bodied, wealthy gay men becomes centered on access to private property rights through marriage rather than the abuses faced by queer prisoners and immigration detainees, the harms experienced by queer low-income and homeless people in shelters and foster care systems, the child welfare battles of lesbian mothers of color, or other urgent sites of vulnerability.

In the trans context, this analysis of the limits of single-issue politics can be seen in the controversies over hate crime statutes. Trans organizations that center on racial and economic justice charge that these statutes are the wrong approach to violence faced by trans people because they enhance criminal punishment systems while doing nothing to prevent the harms trans people face. Since criminal punishment systems are actually the worst perpetrators of violence against trans people, especially trans people of color and poor people, these critics suggest that the demand for hate crime statutes is actually a cooptation of trans deaths to support the project of continued expansion of criminal punishment in the United States. The narration of trans deaths through the single lens of transphobia—erasing that most trans murder victims are also vulnerable because of intersecting vectors of subjection such as poverty, homelessness, race, disability, or immigration status—recasts these events narrowly. Thus, they can be claimed and deployed for racist, ableist, xenophobic, antipoor, transphobic projects like the expansion of imprisonment.

The writings in this cluster take up these critiques of the oversimplified deployment of identity categories and look at how these critiques contribute to worsening conditions for those trans populations that are most vulnerable. Lucas Crawford’s article asks us to consider how narratives about trans embodiment are deployed to reintegrate the disruptive potential of trans practices and identities into the social order. His description of
these processes calls to mind the disciplinary projects of medicalization, legal recognition, and punishment that work to recuperate trans subjects and make them stable and legible for binary gender systems. His article asks us to question the “homeward” journey of that integration, to consider those people who have identified the home as a site of discomfort, containment, and violence.

Christoph Hanssmann examines how the mobilization of the “transgender” category in health research may “obscure and complicate issues relating to other factors of marginalization and social determinants of health.” His work offers an urgently needed cautionary analysis that comes at a time when trans health research is emerging and institutionalizing. How that research frames its subjects and their health issues will determine what it can assess and what responses it can generate. Given the uneven distribution of health and healthcare across trans populations, it is essential that the research highlights rather than obscures the specific vulnerabilities of trans people of color, trans immigrants, trans people with disabilities, trans prisoners, trans homeless people, and others who face the most significant health disparities.

Pooja Gehi, Gabriel Arkles, and Elana Redfield take up a critique of single-issue politics in their examination of decision-making structures in trans legal advocacy. Gehi, Arkles, and Redfield expose a key way that social movements produce single-issue politics with narrow and harmful reform strategies as solutions. They describe how undemocratic, white-centered, lawyer-centered agenda setting in trans legal advocacy is keeping multivector analysis of trans people’s legal needs and resistance strategies marginalized, and producing a legal reform agenda that replicates the dangers outlined by scholars of intersectionality. This urgent intervention is part of a broader conversation that is taking place across several racial, economic, and gender justice-centered social movements—how the professionalization of social justice activism has co-opted resistance politics to produce system-stabilizing reform goals rather than transformative
As attorneys working in a trans legal organization that uses collective governance as a strategy for creating community accountability rather than consolidating the power of lawyers, Gehi, Arkles, and Redfield offer incisive critique and useful alternative models for building a more participatory trans advocacy infrastructure.

Together, this cluster of articles participates in conversations that have been developing under the signs of “intersectionality” and “trans politics” for the last two decades, and mobilizes questions that have been central to resistance formations for much longer. The stakes of these engagements are high. Will we produce trans political resistance that actually addresses the most deadly conditions faced by the most vulnerable trans populations? Or will we create a window dressing of legal equality that obscures and stabilizes conditions of maldistribution? Will we produce participatory social movements grounded in racial and economic justice, or consolidate decision-making power in the hands of white lawyers and other elites? All of the authors in this cluster bring our attention to the multiple deployments of trans identity and politics—both as instruments of regulatory regimes and flashpoints of resistance—that confront today’s activists and scholars. As we continue to build the analytical and practical tools of our interventions, I look forward to seeing how our contributions are taken up by others who take part in these developing conversations.
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